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MyChart Flowsheets Patient Workflow – How To Connect to 

Google Fit or Apple Health to Complete Provider Order 

Patients are able to complete flowsheets through MyChart after their provider has placed an order for 

them to do so.  All flowsheets can be accessed from the message button or from Track My Health button. 

Keep in mind that this information will sync AUTOMATICALLY (if turned on).   

 

 
Android 

 

1. Log in to your MyChart account.   

2. If you have a flowsheet to complete it will 

be in your messages.  Tap < Messages >. 

 

3. Tap on the new flowsheet available 

message to open it. 

 

4. Tap on the link to see your list of flowsheets. 

(for our example we will be doing a blood 

pressure flowsheet). 

  

5. Connect to Google fit by tapping on the 

green bar < Connect to Google Fit >. 
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6. Tap the toggle button to Connect to 

Google Fit. 

 

7. Choose the Google Account you want to 

add. 

 

8. Read through the policies and tap              

< Allow > at the bottom. 

 

Your data will sync automatically, however, follow 

steps 9 – 12 if you need to manually enter data. 

9. Tap < OK > to sync your Google Fit data. 

 

10. You can turn on or off any of the Google Fit 

Connections shown. 

 

11. If you would like to enter your results 

manually, go back to the flowsheet by 

using the back button in the lower right 

hand corner of your screen. 

 

12. You can add readings manually by 

tapping the white section that says < Tap to 

add readings > or the green bar at the 

bottom that says < Add Readings >.   
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iPhone Workflow 

 

1. Log in to your MyChart account.   

2. If you have a flowsheet to complete it will 

be in your messages.  Tap < Messages >. 

 

3. Open the message pertaining to the New 

Flowsheet.  Tap on the link to see your list of 

flowsheets. (for our example we will be 

doing an exercise flowsheet). 

 

4. Connect to Apple Health by tapping on 

the green bar < Connect to Health >. 

 

5. Tap < Connect to “Health” > to connect this 

device to your MyChart. 
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6. You are able to turn on all categories by 

clicking the < Turn All Categories On > 

hyperlink or choose individual categories to 

turn on.  Once on, you have the option to 

turn them off whenever you need to. 

      

7. MyChart will start to receive data from your 

device.  Tap < Close > in the top left hand 

corner of your screen to return to the Track 

My Health section. 

 

8. Scroll down to see the data gathered from 

your Apple Health device.   

      

9. You can add Activities manually by 

tapping the white section that says < Tap to 

add readings > or the green bar at the 

bottom that says < Add Readings >.   

 

 

 

 

 


